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The Central Bank cited failure to meet obligations to creditors, lack of liquidity, risky financial policies
and irregularities in financial statements as its motives for closing International Industr E. Bukanova

International Industrial Bank, one of the country's top commercial banks, closed its doors
Tuesday after the Central Bank revoked its license.

The bank, which is controlled by Sergei Pugachyov, a wealthy industrialist and Federation
Council senator from the Tuva republic, is the first top-30 bank to be closed in the past
several years.

"It's difficult to see why it's happening at this point," said Renaissance Capital analyst
Mikhail Nikitin. "Formal grounds for canceling the bank's license likely existed a couple of
months ago. Probably all the parties came to an agreement."

The Central Bank cited failure to meet obligations to creditors, lack of liquidity, risky financial
policies and irregularities in financial statements as its motives for closing the bank.
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Kommersant and other newspapers reported in June that the bank, also known as
Mezhprombank, had failed to make a payment on an unsecured loan from the Central Bank.
The Central Bank did not officially announce the bank's payment problem.

On July 6, the bank defaulted on 200 million euros ($274 million) in payments on eurobonds,
one day after receiving a prolongation of a $1.05 billion loan from the Central Bank.

Nikitin said the Central Bank loan restructuring in July was not directly related to the
situation with the eurobond payments.

The eurobond debt was restructured to allow payment next year, under somewhat improved
terms, after a bondholders' vote in London later in July. The default was the first such
instance by a Russian bank in recent years.

Following the eurobond default, the Central Bank decided to restructure International
Industrial Bank's debt, demanding a security. Pugachyov offered two shipbuilding companies,
Northern Wharf and Baltiisky Zavod, as collateral.

The shipbuilding enterprises are part of the United Industrial Corporation, which is controlled
by Pugachyov.

Analysts say the Central Bank showed relative leniency in restructuring the debt. Nikitin said
the Central Bank's silence in regard to the missed payment was "kind of unexpected in a
situation like this." The bank's international rating had been downgraded repeatedly in
expectation of its inability to make that payment.

Pugachyov has been widely reported in the international press to be a personal friend of Prime
Minister Vladimir Putin and well connected in government circles.

But Pugachyov's luck later turned.

Vedomosti reported last week that Finance Minister Alexei Kudrin told the bank on Sept. 20
that, in order to retain its license, it should pay back debts to its clients within a few days,
using another credit it had already obtained from VTB.

That move would have resulted in the forfeiture of another Pugachyov company, the Yenisei
Industrial Co. Negotiations had been under way for weeks between VTB and International
Industrial Bank on the conditions for credit, Vedomosti reported, citing unidentified sources.

International Industrial Bank was unable to satisfy the requirements set at the meeting with
Kudrin.

Creditors have filed a number of suits against the bank. The largest suit, for more than $130
million, comes from steelmaker Severstal.

According to Vedomosti, Severstal had been involved in VTB's crediting of the bank, and had
reached an agreement under which it would receive Yenisei Industrial's license to a coal mine
in Elegesta, Tuva, in the event the bank did not settle its debts.

International Industrial Bank was founded in 1992. Pugachyov and members of his family



hold 81 percent. Pugachyov gave up his position as its chairman in January 2002, within a
month of being confirmed to the Federation Council.

Pugachyov's ownership of the bank did not become public knowledge, however, until 2005,
during a eurobond issue. Previously, seven companies, with which Pugachyov had no formal
connection, were listed as the bank's owners, according to Kommersant.

Bank spokesman Dmitry Morochenko did not respond to written enquiries Tuesday.
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